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Samsung is a South Korean mobile manufacturing brand which has recently added a new handset
into its Galaxy series titled Samsung Galaxy Ace Plus. The gadget has been loaded with numerous
outstanding features as well as specifications that can easily lure any mobile freak at first glance.
The handset is armed with a powerful Android v2.3 Gingerbread Operating System and 1GHz CPU
and Qualcomm Snapdragon S1chipset. The front of the widget adorned with a 3.65 inch TFT
capacitive touchscreen display that is capable to offer great resolution pixels. The widget comes
with 3 GB internal memory storage capability but it can also be expanded up to 32 GB via Micro SD
slot card. There is also the facility of 5 MP camera and A-GPS support in the widget. Besides
wonderful features and applications, Galaxy Ace Plus deals can also help mobile users in terms of
affordability.

Presently, majority of network service providers of UK like O2, Orange, T-Mobile and many others
are coming up with numerous beneficial Samsung Galaxy Ace Plus deals. You just need to consider
your requirements and preferences and then choose any deal according to it. Although, most of the
leading networks are offering best deals on this device but Galaxy Ace Plus O2 contract are quite
lucrative as compared to others. O2 offers numerous 24-month contract deals on this widget with
plethora of offers as well as free gifts. If you go with O2 100 Internet Basics contract plan then you
can get 100 minutes free talk time, 500 free text messaging, 100 MB data usage all for Â£8.48
monthly rental. There is also the facility of free line rental services for 13 months as a free gift offer
in this plan.

Besides O2, Orange is also facilitating mobile consumers with several Samsung Galaxy Ace Plus
contract plans that can attract any type of mobile user with great ease. Orange offers several cheap
contracts on this handset. With Orange Dolphin 15 inch Internet plan worth Â£11.62 per month, you
can get 100 minutes free talk time, unlimited texts and 100 MB of data usage. This plan also
includes free line rental for 6 months as a free gift. On the other hand, The Orange Panther 20 inch
Internet plan is available at a cost of Â£17.17 per month in which you can get 100 minutes of free
talk time, unlimited text and 500 MB of data usage facility. There is also the facility of Â£80 cash
back offer as a free gift in this plan. T-Mobile is also offering a profitable 24 months contract plan of
Â£14.62 per month that offers 300 minutes free talk time, unlimited texts, 750 MB of data usage, free
connection and half-line rental for 21 months. So, what are you waiting for? Select the deal as per
your requirement from a range of Galaxy Ace Plus best deals!
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Sam Corner - About Author:
Sam Corner is an expert author of Mobile & Telecom Industry and his name is count in one of the
few author who write interesting and thought-provoking content on a Samsung Galaxy Phones. So
get more updates on a Galaxy Ace Plus deals.
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